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Abstract
An architecture for non-homogeneous local networks connectillg a number of servers to a
se( of works;::llions !:as :::eer:. .imposed receatly [51. Tne Availability Driven Multiple Access
(A.DMA) archi,ecture corre:ai:es the allocation of a common CO:7LTTIUnication chancel \vi:h :!.
schedt.:l.i...'1g mechanism based upon server availabili[y . .-\.D\rLA. is pmiculariy suited for t..'1e case
whe~ the worksiations gene:-ate requests for re:note services at a high rate. In ti"!.is c~se [he :'::::1-
muaication channel becomes the critical resource of the system and simple and effrciem connec~
tiorless communication protocols are needed. The scheduling protocols descrioed in t.llls p2.per
are based upon collision-resolution algorithms. Tne mui[iple 2.ccess to the common conununica-
tior:!. cnannel h:!s [WO distinct phases: in.ilially the subse[ of servers wiIlip.g ~o provide services ~e
allowed to compete. When a server is granted the conrrol of the communication channel, then
the subset of all users who need any of the services provided by that server will compete to se~d
their requests. Then [he server will send out the results of previous processing and relinquish the
control of the communication channel. The resulting system enjoys an adapdve load balancing
propeny, is robust and fair.
1. Introduction
The current trends in scientific and engineering computing environments indicate an
increased interest in networks of workstations connected to a number of various r;ypes of proces-
sors with di.ffe~ent architectures, different computing power, and providing a wide range of ser-
vices [1-2}. The workstations which are themselves powerful machines, are dedicated to specific
user applications, very often expert systems, and they generate requests for service from remme
servers at a high rate. Examples of such requests are related to remme operations 2S: file access,
procedure calls, paging, virmal 110, editing and browsing of remote files, etc. Toe processors
may provide g~neric type of services and specialized ones. An example of a generic service is to
s[art a specific application on a processor and a specialized service can be related to the use of
tha[ application.
An imponant characteristic of such system is tr.e need for a high bandwidth comrr.unication
channel and efficient conununication prmocols. Th:s need is related to the high ratio of commun·
ication relat~d activities to the computational ones. The communication subsystem should pro-
vide functions suitable for implementing higher level primitives, for example remote procedure
c:l11s, dlat will be frequently used by ,he applications running on the workstations.
In our model, a user generates service requests from all available servers, with a certain
probability. Because any server may request service from any anolher server, we view the sys-
tem as consisting of N servers and N+M users, where M is the number of strict users connected
to the network. A stria user is one which cannot provide services for the others, for example an
workstation dedicated to a user. Our communication model consists of three domains: most of
the traf.fic occurs between strict users and servers and this first domain is the most important one
for the performance of the syStem. The second domain is concerned with the traffic among
servers and the third domain with the traffic among s,riCl users.
The network is nonhomogeneous and has nodes with different traffic requirements. The
amount of traffic in and au[ of a server node which provides a service in high demand is cer-
tainly much higher than L1e traffic in a user node, especially if the server is a fast computing
engine. The traffic related to a server node can be highly asymmetrical, since very often compu-
carionally imensive tasks produce a large volume c_~ ourpur dara for a small i:lpUl
Serious consideration must bc given to the efii::iency of co:-rur..unication prctDcJls [3]. To
complete a given task, a user may need to send a number or. requests to each of the available
servers a"d a considerable overhead could be involved in establishing connections \\'ith each
aYallable server. Connectioniess communication protocols are more adequate than cor.necrion-
oriented ones. A recent study of the pcrfo:m.ance of connection-oriemed. yersus co!'.nectioxess
prOTocols, [4], shows that the perfOnT'.2::1ce penalty in tenns of throughput can be substao,ti21 for
:."i-te cOilo.'1ecnon-orie:ned proto:ois. The results obtained show L'J.2.t b c~se of ille :raI1sfer ~ con-
nection oriemed prmocol at the link-control level :nay reduce throughpllt by ~s much as 50 per-
:e:u. '\Ve expect that for a typical 2.ppiicat~oi1 in tr:e class we ::.re h,\'estigating, a simi.2<:.r pe~or­
Zl;l,.....ce degrac:::ulon can be expected.
Tne Silldy or nonhotilogeneous local networks connecting a large number of \vorkstations to
:l considerably sllialier numoer of servers using either a riTlg or a bus network topology has le:ld
us to ~~e in'iestigation of an Availaoiiiry Dri\'en Multiple Access architecture, ADr.-Lt... [j]. The
:nain icea of this architec~ure is to correlate the allocation of the common communication ch:m-
"ei with the server's availability. In fact AD1tlA is based upon the concept that the need for the
communication cha..i1J1el occurs only in connection with the need for service from one of the
available servers in the network. A more efficient use of the communication channel can be
achieved when the user in need of a certain service StaI1S competing for the use of the channel
only after the server or the servers capable of providing that type of service made known to the
entire user popul:ltion their availability and willingness to perform that service.
Multiple access protocols are concerned with the sharing of a common communication
channel among all stations connected to it, and gives to each one of them an equal chance to use
the channel. Schec.uling prorocols are a cemral concept in ADMA and they combine channel
allocation with shar.ng cif available computing resources. Scheduling protocols are based upon a
twO level approach for the sharing of the cornmunication channel. Initially, only the servers are
allowed to compete for the conununication channel. As soon as a server has controi of the chan-
nel, it may take a number of different actions, one of them is to broadcast an invitation to per-
form a set o~ services. Any user station may use this chance to send a request for service.
To provide full connectivity our model assimilates the communication among users with a
ser.'ice provided by some servers which can relay messages from one user to another.
2. Remote Procedure Cail Execution· Efficiency Considerations
The remote procedure call paradigm see:ns very promising for the distributed environment
needed for scientific and knowledge processing applications, discussed in this paper. Using the
RPCs, both data and computations can be moved to any processor in the system. Nevertheless,
the question of efficiency has to be taken into consideration especially when the frequency of
executing RPC is relatively high and the granularity of remote operating is fine. Ultimately, if
the overhead involved in a RPC is equivalent to say 2000 machine instructions, it will be rather
inefficient to execute remotely say 50 useful instructions.
To provide an answer to the question (0 which extent the DPA (DoD Protocol Architec-
ture) model provides a suitable environment for RPC implementation, we have performed
several measurements in the local network of our department. We have a 10 Mbps Ethernet con-
necting several VAX 780 and 785, one file server, less than a dozen SUN workstations (model 2
and 3) a multiprocessor system, FLEX 32, some graphical workstations and several other proces-
Sou, aU running Berkeley UNIX (TNI), 4.2 BSD.
The traffic carried by our Ethernet is relatively low, most of the time the load is lower than
5% of its capacity. The file server is responsible for 10-30% of the total network traffic. The
packet size disrribution is: 20 to 30% of the packets have a length of 970 - 1150 bytes, and 60 to
70% of <..'e ;Jackets have .1 size in 6e 60 - 241 ::;ytes rZ:l.gc.
In rills environmem we have performed some r3[her crude measurements in order to esti-
mate the processing overhead related to remote procedure call execution. Vie have defined eight
types of remote procedures classified according to:
the size of the inpm (argume:us) to the remote procedure,
the amoum of computations performed re:TIotely,
lt1e size of r:"e output (returned vail:.e) produced as a result ofreillote procedure exec~·
tion.
Each of these pi!r':"'"Tle~ers can be s (smill) or l (lar~~). For exz...-nple 2.TI <S, S, l> Iype ;:1e:lns:
s:mall inpUt, small computation and large ourput.
Large 2rgu~ent'remrned value means 1 kbyte of data, and large compuri.'lg is an e~pty
locp execu~ed 10 times. The remote procedure call protocol is very simple 3....'1d is based upon
the LTIP (User Datagram Prmocol). A diem was running on a VAX 785 aao several serve:-s
were active on:
the clie:1t machine rvAX 785),
a VAX 780 connected to the Ethernet and acting as a gateway,
a dual VAX 780 connected to [he gateway through a 10 l'vIbps token passing -ring
(pR01'<"ET).
a Sequent Balance 8000 connected to the INTERNET and located in California.
The error rates were exrremely low for the local machines and considerabiy higher for the co~­
nection through a long haul network.
The results reported here are based upon a large number of measurements points, (930 for
the Sequent, 2000 for the dual VAX and over 4000 for the other two) performed over a perioe of
one month, at differem loads of the server machines.
The variance of the response time is very low for shon compuLations performed on the
local machines. This indicates that the contention for the conununication channel was very low
and that the queueing delay at the remote server machines was small. The siroation is different
for the Sequent. Here the communication delay through the long haul network represe:1ts a
significant part of the response time. Some observations related to the data presented in the
Table I are:
The overhead due to processing time in the upper layers of the communication software
(the application layer, implementing the RPC, the socket layer and the IP (Internetwork
Protocol layer) is significant and accounts for roughly half of the total processor overhead
in case of local network connec[ion. Since the remote procedure call protocol was very
simple, this overhead can be confidently attributed to the socker and IP layer only. This
overhead was measured when the client and the server process resided on the same
machine and the IP layer recognized a local address and routed back the packets.
The toml processor overhead associated with the execution of the "null remote procedure",
the one denoted by s, s, s , is in the 24~28 msec range. Since the packet transmission time
and the propagation delay have a small contribution to the response time we can state that
roughly 50% of this time is spent in the lower layers (UDP and the Ethernet driver) of the
communication architecture.
The overhead is significant for "fine-grain RPCs", the ones with "small" computations,
where the response time increases by a factor of three from the <s, s, s> to the <1, s, 1> type,
on the same server machine. In fact lhe response time depends upon the number of packets
exchanged during the execution of the remote procedure. In case of "coarse-grain RPCs",
t.~e ones with "large" computations, the variation of the response time for differem types of
RPCs is significantly lower. for example in case of W.~e Dual Vax the increase is about 15
percent.
In case of the long haul network other factors, especially the transmission time are deter-
mining the response time and lhe processor overhead is less significant.
The data presented above are consistent with similar measuremems performed elsewhere
[18] and t.1.ey sugges~ that in order to support remote operations efficiently, alternative network-
ing architectures need to be investigated. The values measured for the response time are likely
to increase when the tr-'...ffic load will increase. This will probably occur when the number of
servers, for example disk servers and workstations connected to [he network will increase. At the
present time the processor overhead involYed in all types of communication activities, is in fact 2.
l.i.n).iting [actor which keeps the [O[al network traffic at a low level.
As a result of increased traffic through the network, the communication overhead will
become a factor which cannot be neglecred when detennining the total overhead, especially if
the ciistribuLion of [he packet size will have a maximum in the low size region.
The processor overhead related to communication functions could be significantly larger in
other communication architectures with a larger number of layers than DPA.
The solution proposed here is to have the remote procedure call as [he building block of the
networking architec.mre, to move most of the communication functions currently implememed in
the kernel to an imerface and to correlate channel allocation with the availability of the servers
capable to carry on requests for service through scheduling protocols.
95% Confidence Interval for [he Response
Time (msec) for Different Server Locations
VAX 785 Vax 780 Dual Vax 780 Sequent
Remote Procedure Type Balance 800
(here the client (acts also as a (connected (low haul
is located) gateway) through the network)
gateway)
ss s (11,11) (24,24) (26,28) (866,898)
s s I (12,12) (48,48) (60,62) (1911,1971)
Iss (19,21) (42,44) (54,56) (2185,2237)
1s 1 (22,24) (68,70) (86,88) (3174,3216)
sis (292,298) (523,535) (390.392) (1426,1454)
s 11 (341,351) (663,689) (425,429) ('-3? O'9?)
-) -,-) -
II s (353,365) (793,837) (418,422) (2728,2766)
I II (375,389) (933,989) (458,464) (3816,3876)
Table 1. MCJsured Response Time For Different Types of Remote Procedures.
3. Availability Driven :vlultiple Access Network Architecture
The basic concepts of ADMA can be easily explained in connection to a contention-free
multiple access protocol for a roken bus network topology. Reference 5 presems in detail such
an architecture. The system can be viewed as consisting of two concentric logical rings, one
containing only the M servers and the other one containing all N+M users as shown in Figure l.
Each logical ring is a token passing ring and there are two types of tokens, the first one visiting
only server nodes and rhe second one visiting all user nodes. When the firSt type of token visits
one of the servers, lhe server may generate a token of the second type which will visit all user
nodes in such a sequence to ensure fairness_ More specifically, when a server is visited by the
first type of roken, it has the control of the channel for 2. number of siots. Ii: may ftTSt send au[ the
results associted with eariier service requests and then generate the second type of token only if
it is nO[ overloaded widl work and is willing to accept more service requests. Otherwise it will
si;nply pass control to the next server.
Since both logical token rings coexist in a toke:} bus and data packets are broadcasted so
L~at all SL3.UOnS cm hear L~em, the tokens are embedded imo control packers which define the
type of the token and the station which may acquire Llje loken. III addition, each type of cont!"ol
p2.d;:e~ ~av contain sIJeciiic infOITnatioil. For exs..i'TIDle a server \\1111 include in L1e control o2.cket
- - - -
of r..'le second type L'le u:TIe ie intends to use the cha."1Ilel and a desciiptor of w.'ie type of services i,
can provide. Central to our concept is the idea that any user node, in pan..icuhr th.e workstations
1:::1.\1 c~oose a..:.-;;.ong a set of available 'Ypes and Sta..-np on each request they generate, a cen:iin ser-
vice ;:ype. \\'ben any use:- node is visited by a service token (the token of me second type) the
decision \vhe!..'ier the station will acquire the token or not is based upon a compa..';son of [he type
of service the server may provide a.'1d the type of service stamped on each request in the queue
of req':.!ests waiting to be processed.
This concise description of ADMA implementation for a token bus topology, with schedul-
ing protocols based upon collision-free multi-access, though incomplete, allows us to explore
some of the imPOrtant features of an ADi\lU\ system.
The system enjoys an adaptive load balancing property since the heavily loaded servers will
not use t.~eir available slots to gather more work. Also the less loaded servers may adjust to this
situation by offering to perform a wider class of services whenever this is possible. For example
a vector processor may perform sca1~ computations when the demand for vector oriented com-
putations is low. A serv'er widl a large volume of output may use its allocated channel slots JUSt
to send t.he processed reques.s from its output queue.
A user may also adapt TO the current system load and level of performance. Since it can
observe how often a cenain type of service is offered the user may estimate the turnaround time
for that type of service and may try to adjust by changing the type of request whenever this is
possible. For example sometimes may be feasible to perform a vector oriented computational
task on a scalar processor or vice versa.
Anolher important characteristics of the system is its robustness. The flow of control infor-
mation is minimized. Each node is capable of performing accurate measurements of the load of
each server, its response time, the communication detays, the availability of a certain type of ser-
vice, etc. Though such information may be available from servers acting as network measure-
ment centers, each node can obtain the raw data by monitoring' the channel, it has the potential to
act as a measurement center. T~e: _failure of any node including a server node is not a
catastrophic event, unless that server provides a unique type of service and even in this case it
will affect only a subset of the users. Only the immediate neighbors of a failing node need to
update their image of the system, when they observe that the node fails to act when it is visited
by an incoming token. The result for the users is a graceful performance degradation.
'. .::: .





Fig.u!"~ I. COlHc:uion i'r~~ 5c::e:::u!ir!g prci:ocoIs
Another interesting property is the fairness of the system. Since a token ring is one of the
most fair systems, the ADNIA for a token bus, based upon contention-free multi·access schedul-
ing protocols is also a fair system.
There are a number of issues that need to be carefully scrutinized to determine whether the
characteristics of an ADMA system for a token bus and based upon a contention-free multi-
access scheduling protocols can be improved.
First of all since many users address most of their requests to a subset of servers it seems
only reasonable to construct a logical ring around each server and to have only the users which
need service from that particular server connected to this ring, as shown in Figure 2. Obviously,
a given user may be in a number of such logical rings. When a server has the control of the chan-
nel it should pass the service token only around his ring. This would eliminate unnecessary
visits of the token to stations which do not need the service; as a result the mean time between
visits made by a server token of a given type to a user node could decrease considerably. Unfor-
tunately lhe price to pay for such an approach is rather high:
The need to insert and delete nodes from individual server rings will increase and will vary
according to the dynamics of the needs of each user. Such operations involve a large over-
head and carefully designed node deletion algorithms must be incorporated to prevent a
drastic performance degradation.
The complexity of the Network Interface Unit (NIU) which connects a user node LO the net-
work will increase since each node will have to keep track [0 which logical rings it belongs
to.
o The robustness of the system will suffer and the ability of any node to have a global picture
of the system will decrease.
A second observation is: the processors connected to the network have different speeds and
i[ seems unreasonable to have them visited by a channel allocation token (a token of the first
type) a;: the same rate. A slow processor would probably require less frequent visits than a fast
one. A relatd problem occurs when the number of servers is very low or when 2. few of them
provide general services while the others provide or:iy specialized ones. The problem of giving
the conc~j c-f tbe cO!':"'_'!'.'lnication cha.'1r:el ,0 ,::iffe:-e:-:, se:-vers, :It 1 Ciffe:-e::[ :-a(e C~l 2.lso be
solved bm the price to pay is again, inc,easec. overhea, more complex. ~1U for the server nodes
and a decrease in robusmess and fairness.
\Vith this twO iiTIpor<E.TIt observations in rri...:.d it is only natural to consiee:- the scheduling
protocols based upon lirPj[ed comention. In this case a subse[ of all nodes may compete for the
communication channel, using one of L1.e conte,'.(ion resolution algori[hms kno\'.rn. A number of











Fi~urc~: CI)!Hcntion·rrc~ 5chcdulino;: protocols ill':! tokcn bus with :ndiridu:!! user
rin~5 art)unl! each serrer.
a. Only the servers are allowed to compete for the communica60n channel and when one gets
the conrrol of the channel it sends a polling to all stations allowing any user to get service
from it. Such protocols will be called Type 1 scheduling protocols based upon limited con-
tention. Such algorithms solve ,only the second problem discussed earlier.
b. The servers form a logical ring and they are visited by a channel allocation token. When a
server has the conrrol of the communication channel it may broadcast a special control
packet indicating the type of service it is willing to perform. After receiving the control
packet all usen; in ne~d of the service offe~ed are allowed to compete. The protocols in this
f<1....-mly ',viE be called 'Type 2 ,;chec.'_:i;-,g ;:'C\..:"1cols bsed C:pOIl fu:-.i;:;:d em:::::::":o:'.. a.,c! :::~y
solve only [he firSt type 0: prooiem discussed.:Jreviousi~.
c. Finally, protocols which are capable of solvir:.g both problcms will be consid~,-ed 2.7:d :.:-:e;'
will be called Type 3 scheduling protocols b~sed upon wited contention mt.:~ti-access. In
[his case comention will occur among the servers and then among a subset of users. FL."1it,
all servers are aliowed ro :omnete for me chaImel. \Vhen a server ha,. control of the channel
i[ ~ay oroadcast a cO!lc-oi packet inviti..,g ill users connectec. to the nei:wo,x to send
requests for se:vice. Tie comentio!: a."Ilong me users who send requesi: packets is resolved
by me.:!..r.'1S of 3. collision resolution aigor::,1!i1.
.-\ bus ne~ork ;:apology will be considered t7.roug::'out ;:his discussion bur a contemion ring
~s anorh.e: alternative which needs to be explored and analyz.ed. In order to substantiate the use
of come:ltion resolution algoriLbms for mula-access, t..'err propenies will be outlined briefly.
-t Contention Resolution Algorilhms
Random access over a time-slotted communication channel has been intensively investi-
gated [6·7], in recent years. A random access scheme allows any sender to seize the entire com-
munication channel when it has information to transmit.
In case of random access, the contention for the communication channel creates destructive
interferences when more than one user may attempt to seize the channel simultaneously. Packet
collision result in mutual destruction and the need to retransmit all packets involved in a colli-
sion.
Different 2lgorithms for random multiple access have been investigated since Abramson
published his paper [8], dedicated to the analysis of the ALOHA system. A major result was
obtained in 1978, by Capetanakis who has proved that coUision resolution algorithms exist, more
specifically that tree algorithms are stable, have a good average delay properties and a maximum
throughput higher than those of an ALOHA system. A collision resolution algorithm guarantees
that all packets involved in a collision will be successfully transmitted during a finite time called
a collision resolution interval (CRI). Capemnakis tree algorithm [9] makes use of the known past
history and enforces a discipline allowing all transmitters whose packets have collided to
retransmit successfully.
An entire class of splitting algorithms have been proposed recently, by Gallager [7], Hayes
[10], Tsybakov and Mikhailov [11]. All such algorithms split the set of packets involved in a
collision into twO subsets, a transmitting subset and a non-transmitting subset. The process of
splitting continues until the expected number of packets in a transmining subset becomes of the
order of one. Splitting algorithms differ in the strategy used for the splitting and they can be
classified as blocking and non· blocking depending whether they require a transmitter with a new
packet to wair until the collision resolution interval tenninares or not.
The analysis of collision resolution algorithms is usually carried out using simplifying
assumptions. A slotted channel with packets of unit length is assumed. Any packet is transmitted
in [he slot (t,t-:-1) for some positive integer t An infinite number of stations is assumed and each
suuion at any time has at most one packet requiring transmission. At the end of each slot, each
station knows which one of the possible events, idle slot, successful rransmission or collision has
occurred.
Massey presents in Reference 12 a blocking random binary tree algorithm for collision
resolution and a simple and extremely interesting implementation of it attributed to Gallager.
The algorithm is formulated as follows:
After a collision all transmitters involved flip a binary fair coin. Those flipping 0 retransmit Ln
[he ver), next SIOl, those flipping 1 retrarlSmir in the next siot after the collision (if any) among
those flipping 0 has been resolved. No new packets may be lTansmitred until after the initial col-
lision has been resolved.
The analysis of tl-.is ~g::-:::...:"'::: ~~:::.ds to :.~e investigation of binary r:-ees in which intermedi-
ate nodes corresponc cc- '::iIO[S ·;.,-it.l ;;o!lisior.s while terminal nodes correspond to slots in which
eimer a successfu.l :::':-.5::-iss!on h~s occ:.!.r:ed or they were idle. A collision in some slot is
resolved only wne:! the 2.lg0ri:..I..LO'Ti. :-:£5 advanced to me POL.1.t that te1.e corresponding node is the
root node of a completed bina.-y suocree.
A bi.'iary rooted :ree is a tree in wDich f.-om every node induding the root eiilier no
branches or two branches emerge. A noce with no extending branches is a tenI'inal node and a
node with :wo extending branches is an intermediate node. A bi.nary cree has an i:P.1ponant pro-
perry: .he numoer of :ermir.al nodes is equc.l to .he numoer of intermediate nodes e:::ciuding the
root, plus !'tVo.
Most of the high school students learn to prove this property in connection with a tennis
tournament table in which N players are involved. The students are asked to find out how many
matches must be played. Since every match eliminates one player and there is one winer, N-l
matches must be played. Therefore the number of tenninal nodes (players) is equal to the
number of intermediate nodes (games), including the final game (the root), plus one.
The algorithm implementation due to Gallager is based upon a reformulation of this pro-
perty as follows: a collision in some slot is resolved when the number of subsequent collision
free slots exceeds by two the number of subsequent slots with collision.
This implementation requires every rransmitter to have two counters. The firSt one allows a
transmitter to establish when he can transmit after being involved in a collision and the second
one is used to detect when the original collision has been resolved and transmitters WiTh new
packets may start competing.
The collision resolution algorithm can be formulated as: when a transmitter is involved in
a collision he flips a coin. If he flips °he may start transmitting in the next slot. If he flips I he
muSt wait until all collision among those flipping 0 have been resolved. To detect this event he
sets his first counter C I = 1 when flipping 1 after a collision in which he is involved and:
a. increments C I by one for each subsequent slot with collisions,
b. decrementS C I by one for each subsequent collision-free slot,
c. when C L = 0 the transmitter may retransmit in the next slot.
If a transmitter does not have a packet to transmit he uses the second counter to establish
when he may stan competing in the event that a new packet arrives after the beginning of a
collision resolution interval. He keeps the second counter initialized to 1 and whenever he
observes a collision in a slot, the second counter is incremented. The second counter is decre-
mented in each subsequent collision-free slot and incremented in each subsequent slot with a
collision. When the second counter reaches 0, the eRr which starred when the first collision was
observed is terminated, and the transmitter may transmit the new packet.
An imponam measure of the peIformance of the algorithm is the conditional mean length
of a CRI, defined as:
LN =E(ylx=N)
with X the number of packets transmitted in the first slot of a CRf and Y, the length in number of
slots of the same CRI. Massey, [12], establishes very tight bounds for LN and also an accurate
approximation for it:
LN =2.9xN-l
Though more sophisticated collision resolmion algorith..:ns exit, for ex.ample algori~hms
·,....mch can avoid cerccifl to conrail! a collision slots, they can suffer deadlocts. For this reason
.-:.'..!! sc:-::::dui:~;, ;JioroC()js \vili bt based upon the simple algorithm des~:ibed above.
:l. Scheduling prcwcols based upon collision resolmion algcrith!T'.5
The coUision resolution algorithms have unique properTies among different classes of
:Tluiti-access protocols:
a. .'\re based '.ipon simple algorithms,
o. Exhibit good performance in terms of throughput and delay,
c. Allow a variable number of servers and users ~o compete for the comrol of rh.e com...-nunica-
tion channel without a.."1 unacceptable level of control infonnation ex.change.
d. em be adapted to ensure a high degree of robustness.
e. They ensure a higher degree of fairness than other multi-access protocols. More precisely,
in case of a collision resolution algorithm every transmitter involved in a collision wilt
transmit its packet in the CRI with probability 1. In case of a random access method, for
example in case of an ALOHA system there is no guarantee that a transmitter with a packet
will be able to transmit that packet.
These are the main reasons to select collision resolution algorithms for the scheduling pro-
tocols described in this paper.
Three distinct classes of scheduling prowcols based upon random multiple access have
been idenlli'i.ed. The protocols of Type 1 belong m the firSt class and they solve the the first
problem, allow a variable number of servers to compete for the conrrol of the conununication
channel. Bur as soon as the server has obtained the conrrol of the channel it polls all stations.
This type of promcols could be inefficient since many users may not have any request for a
given server. For this reson we will not describe and analyze [his type any further but we will
concentrate on the remaining two classes.
5.1. Type 2 scheduling protocols based upon collision resolution
This class of algorithms allows a variable number of users to send requests for service to
each server wirhout an excessive exchange of control infonnation. As shown in Fiaure 3 the
servers are .organized in.a logical token ring and each one of them is visited in turn by a t;ken.
The token IS e~be.d~ed mto a conrrol packet, called Channel Allocation Packet, (CAP), sent by
the server that is glvmg up the control of the channel and addressed to the next server in the !ooi.
I . 0ca nng.
. . The server receiving the CAP may perfonTI different actions depending upon the status of
Its lOput and output request queues. He can decide to gather more work, or empty his output
queue of already processed requests, or both actions in this sequence or simply pass the CAP to
the next server.
When server k decides to retain control of the channel, gather more work and send out pro-
cessed requests. After receiving the CAP, server k immediately broadcasts its Service Availabil-
ity Packet, SAP;:, that describes the type of services its owner is able to provide and then sets its
counter to 1. Upon reception of this packet all users are capable to decide whether they need any
of the services provided by that server.
A heavily loaded server will use channel allocation during the next cycles only to send out
processed requests. Each server must adapt its behavior from cycle to cycle. The average
number of users requesting service from it together with the average seryice time per incoming
request and the average number of output packets generated for every input request are needed
[Q de:~"-T.lir.e tI:e ave:2.ge behavior of se~ver k. A[ c,}ch cycle the server needs to adjust these
values in order to keep his input and output queue lengths \vithin desired limits.
The functions of a Network Interface Unit fo: a user node are straightforward. They need
to monitor the communication channel only when they have to send service requests. If the ser·
vice type of the firSt request in the request queue of user i, is Sj with l'5.j5K, wher. L~e SA?;:,
l'5.kS.W, the conrrol packet broadcasted by server k is received, a ve:-y fast compa.-isci'i of 6, ,nth
CIA: will detennine if L.~e user will rransmi[ in [he next slot or not. .:....""! case of a iI'.3.L:ch [h.e user
rransmits, sets its internal counter to 1 in case of a collision and foliov,'s me collision resolution
algorithm. After sending a packet the ~lU wiB e.x.ecure inunediately r.i.e procedure fli.p the coin
so that in case of a collision it is ready for me next seep. .-\ more sophisticated :-..W capaole of
handling up to K queues of requeses in par-2l1e! and, in case of a ma~ch, to send [h.e request t'rom
the highese priority queue ca."1 be considered.
The ~1U does not need to maimain a second coumer ro detect the begirming of CRl since a
SAPj: marks i~, for all users who need service from server k. The oti1er users need not moruror lhe
channel events until they see a CAP followed by the next SAP.
The functions of [he i\'IUs for server nodes are similar to those described in reference 5. 1'1
addition they have to maintain a counter to detect the end of a collision resolution interval, fol-
lowing a collision among users requesting service from it.
The scheduling prmocols discussed in this seci:ion are more robust than the collision resolu-
tion algorithms since any new user can join the rransmitting set as soon as he observes an SAPk
of interest A new user does not need to use sophisticated algorithms to detect the beginning of a
collision resolution interval. Fairness is anmher property they exhibit All servers get a chance
ro use the channel and all use:s in need of a service provided by someone in the net\vork have a
chance to use it.
5.2. Type 3 scheduling: protocols based upon collision resolution
Let us consider now a system in which the M servers do not fonn a logical token ring so
that each of them has a guaranteed cyclic access to the communication channel, but they have to
compete for the channel. Clearly, such a system is more suited for a configuration in which high
speed, general purpose servers providing services in high demand are mixed with specialized,
unfrequently used servers. In addition the system behaves quite well when the number of
servers is small.
At the beginning of a contention resolution interval for the servers, all servers ready to per~
form services will broadcast their SAPs. Each server will follow the collision resolution algo-
rithm described earlier, with the following modification: as soon a SAP is successfully transmit-
ted, all servers will stop following the collision resolution algorithm, by updating their two
counters, until the server which has successfully transmitted its SAP will relinquish control of
the channel by broadcasting a Tennination Packet, TP. In the slot following a TP, the contention
among servers will resume as if the successful server had used only one slot.
Th~ successful transmission of a SAP will determine the beginning of a collision resolution
imerval involving the subset of the users interested in the typ~ of service offered. The sequence
of evems will follow precisely the description given for Type 2 protocols but instead of passing a
CAP to irs successor, the server will broadcast the TP signaling that it gives up the communica-
tion channel.
The period of time starting with a collision among all ser;.'ers ready to perform services and
ending with slot following a slot in which the last one of them sends a TP will be called an
extended collision resolution interval among servers, ECRI.
If we compare this algorithm with the Type 2 algorithm it is easy to observe that they will
lead to similar implementations. In fact the NIUs for the users nodes are identical in Doth cases.
but the NIUs for the server nodes differ. Instead of implementing a token pass~g procedure fOf
L'1e Channel Allocation Packet it must implement the collision resolution algorirtlm .1:7:c:,-;
In ..."':.:s sec:":on is prese:-.i:ed 2..:1 Ol::.::.iyi:ic model for a very si..-nple sys;;em using a Type 2
schec.uli"g pro;;ocoi. The system being modelled is esser:ciwy a multiquet:e :lIld mulciserver SYS4
tern in which requests may be processed ai: rhe servers concurremly, but only one server or one
user may keep control of the corn.:nunication channel at any L'"lSU!.nt in t:...."'I1e. Tne system is
analyzed from u~e communications viewpoint, with the ch2.nnel beiIlg treared as me chief
resource.
Thls is a preliminary study and irs main purpose is to gain insight into the sysrem by
defining precisely its parameters and behavior rather than to provide final results concerning the
system's performance. Due to me complexity of the system, an exact analysis is not feasible at
this stage and even an approximate analysis raises serious difficulties. The approach considered
here is based on Kuehn's method of queuing network decomposilion [16] and the analysis of dif-
ferent subsystems in isolation by assuming ren~wal arrival and depanure processes. Simulation
ex.perimenrs are planned to validate different simplification assumptions considered in our
approximate analysis.
In the followings we present first a model of the system and t..'1en we discuss approxima-
tions for determining the mean cycle time and delay. '
6.1. Model Description
The logical interconnection of a set of server nodes and user nodes in an ADMA system
using Type 2 scheduling protocols based upon limited contention multiple-access is presented in
Figure 3. The stations connected to the logical ring are server stations while the ones connected
to the logical bus are user stations. A server station is defined to be a computing system that can
provide precisely one kind of service to any other station on the system that requires such a ser-
vice. Since it is pennissible for a server with ill x to require service of type y from the server
with ill y, x ;t: y, we see that a server station may also be a user station.
Let S denote the set of N server stations, U denote the set of M user stations, and
S·=SvU.
We assume that the subset of stations S c S· forms a logical ring Rs ofserver stations. It
is necessary for each server station in S to know its predecessor server station (i.e., the station it
receives a CAP from) and its successor server starion (i.e., the station it must send a CAP to) for
the ring Rs to be defined.
In steo.dy-state, control of the channel is passed between server stations Rs ' and the
sequence of token-passes thus defined is infinite due to cyclic repetition. Since the network
architecture is availability driven, the server stations maintain priority of channel usage over the
user stations.
Let c.-\PU) denote the event that server station j, j E S, is in possession of the unique
Channel Allocation Packer (CAP), or server station j has sent the CAP to its successor who has
not yet received it. The analysis of the event CAPU), server j is in control of the communication
channel, is based on the Ci3.gr~ presented in Figure 4. The event CAPU) is initiated at the
inst::mt server station j receives the CAP from its predecessor in the ring Rs ' During the first pan
of tile event CAP(;), server station j may use the ch2.."!nel to return already processed service
reques;s to user s'.:ations. obtain information on network StatuS, etc. Since these activities
represem duties perfonned by station j, we associate the channei starns during these duties with
an eve~t DUTYU), for each j in S. When the duty cycle is terminated, server': broadcasts its
SAP (Service k:ailability Packet) informing all stations connected to the network thar ir is cap,,·
bie to perfor.n services of a cenain type. Tne next event L~at OC::UE withiil the event CAPU) is
denoted as SERV(j) and corresponds to 2. collision resolution interval among all user stations
which need tbe service provided by server j. When this collision resolution interval is ter~
minated the CAP is passed from server j IO its successor in the ring of sen-er stations and this
eve;1't is de:1med by PASSU).
The analysis of collision resolution algorithms is carri~d OUt using the simplifying assump-
tions discussed in section 3 of the present paper. Several additional assumptions are necessary to
desc~iJe the scheduling protocol in a precise manner a..T1d to lead to a tractable analysis.
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Each user station in S:;< has N local buffers for holding IV different types of queued pack-
ets. Packets of type j queued at user station i (in the jm buffer of this station) are service
requests that can ex:ecute on (or obtain similar service from) server station j .
Each server station in S provides only one type of service.
Packets of type j queued at server station j E S (i.e., server station j 's own service
requests for its own type of service) do nO[ require to pass through the communication
channel. That is, server station j handles these requests without the use of the channel, and
in this sense such requesrs do not affect the operation of the protocol For the duration of
the event c.A..PU), j ES, the set of s~alion competing for ::he communication channel
excludes station j.
The sequence of disjoint e\"~nts CAPU J), C\PU:V.·····, CA?(/,v) wnere .1i+: =:- succUi] and
the sub indices are incremented modulo N, is an infinite sequ~:~ce d:.J~ to cy:::ii::: repetition.
-'::or each server station j in S , the event CAP(j) is made up of disjoim e\'ems (see Figure
.~), occurr.ng in rh~ order DUTYU), SAPU), SERVU), PASSU). The event S.<\PU)
correspon':'s to ~roadc~s(ing of (h.e Sc"ice .';'vi.:..:.cility ?:,:,,'::::-::~:. Tr:e ;:vc;':.[ ?:\SS:'~;),
corresponds to passing of t..!-}e Channel.-\vailabiEty PackeI from one server to its successor.
The tara! duration of born events, SAPU) and PASSU) is denoted by YU). Wilhouc res-
rriCtL.,g the scope of Ll;,e ai1aiysis we can assume ~1.at t!'le rarrdor.l va:.-iables Yj are :""1de?e:1-
dem and identically disuibuted. Tne expected Yalue of them is cenored. by E ( Y ).
The user st2.:ion i may send c, mos, one packer of rype j [0 sen-'er sration j .
6.2. Approximations for the Mean Cyclc·Time and Delay
L'l this subsection we present a simple method to obtain expected values for certain cyc1e~
times that are critical in determining the stability boundary for this protocol. Let server j E S
be a reference server. Denne the CAP cycle-time C to be the random time between twO con-
secutive visits of the c.-\P at the rderence server j. By symmerry, this random time C will have
the same distribution independently of server index j, j -= S. The moSt irnportant assumption
made in this analysis is the assumption that each server provides a unique rype of service (i.e.,
no two servers provide the same service).
Unless otherwise stated, we assume that all distribution functions are arbitrary, with nni,e
first and second moments. In particular, packet arrivals of type k at stalion i are governed by a
Poisson process with constant rate Akj, i E S·, k E S. Arrivals at the diffe:ent queues are
mutually independent.
The random dUCi:Hion of the event CAPU) is denoted by Hj and as indica[ed in Figure 4 it is
the sum of:
a. the duration of: the duty cycle, DUTYU), denoted by D j'
b. the duration of the service cycl~. SERVU), denoted by Lj ,
c. the duration of the communication overhead related to the transmission of control packets
(SAP and CAP) and denoted by Y,.
(1)
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figure...!; The event c.-\P(jj.
As shown in Figure 5, the dumtion of the CAP cycle-time denmed oy C is .he SU!11 of the
duration of the events c.A.IJU 1)' C.AI:'(j2)..... ' CAPU,v). The expected value of C may be C02-
pmea as the sum of the expected durations of each of the events. Though ihe events are disjoint
in rime, ihey are strongly depencem in ge:leral, as shown in [17]. This makes the proble~ of
describing the disuioution of C very difficult, but the expected value of C and the va...-iance of C
may be computed using approximations which will be discussed shortly. Toe expected value of
Cis:
Hence:
E(C) = L: E(Hi )j e S (3)
E(C) = N E(Y) + L: E(Di ) + L: E(Li ) (4)jeS jeS
The computation of the expected value of the cycle time requires estimation of the
expected value of the service cycle and of the expected value of the duty cycle. The expec~ed
value of the service cycle, SERVU), is rather difficult to compute in the general case since, as we
know from the Study of the collision resolution algorithms, the distribution of the length of a
CRI is not availa.ble.
We can express:
N-'cM-l
E(L;) = L: E(Li INi = Iti) X Pr[Ni = ni]
"j=o
(5)
An upper bound for E (Lj ) can be obtained assuming that the total number of servers aod
users, N -i-.Yl is large and then we can use the approximation presented earlier for the conditional
length of a CRI (conditioned by the number of stations with ready packets at the beginning of
the CRI). Then since at most (N +1'.1 -1) users may have service requests for any server when he
gets the CAP we can write:
Lm;JX = 2.9x (N+/vl -1 ) (6)
Let us denote by Q;i the queue lengdl of type j (containing service requests for the j-1h
server), at user j, i.::: 5*, i ;:: j. This queue can be modelled as an MIG 11 queue with service
vacation. We define "a modified service time" for the queue as the time elapsed between two
consecutive instances at which this queue has access to the communication channel. Under the
assumptions made earlier this modified service time is equal to the CAP cycle-time, C. The pro-
bability that Qji is not empty can then be expressed as:
p " = A.. E(C)JI JI (7)
Clearly, in the general case, the lengu-. of Q.ii j.:::S, i ~ S*, i 0:': J are not mee-pendent ran-
dom variabl:s, they depend UpOl"!. c2.cn other Urrou.!=.h C, the CAP cycie-lim~_ Eli[ if we focus ou~
n" ",.,~-"""'---, .,_...:.:.'----~--~-----_...~...:.:.'---
: ..!.J'!;.' C.".?' .... _: :.".? -,C'>. '
-,-- --'
attention only on the (N + M - 1) queues, one at each user, containing service requests for server
j, there interdependency is weeker than in lti.e case of a pure collision resolution algorithm since
the expected value of C depends upon (N -+- N)(M: -+- N - 1) queues.
So, a sensible approximation which has to be confirmed by simulation experiments placed
for the future, is to assume that for a given j t.i.e N .;. M - 1 the queues Qji' i E S* i :;: j are
independent Then we can approximate Pr (Nj = n) as:
N.;.M
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P//]M-l =Pr[Nj =N+M-I] = ITAjiE(C)
i '" 1
i .j
In general for a given server, say j, only a subset of size nj of Aji' i E 5*', i ;:!: j will be







= l-'-jk E (C)
~'-jkE(C) (9)
(9')
:"'~t ,--, ::.mv ~::2.:;:2":'!;:: '.,'1"::::: ~:::-:'c.'> :t server j. He:oe we ::':3.:-: reco:!::L\::::: ., . .~. . ,",VO
... _" .... ''-.: ,-"."''' C.:~"-,..:"-·: ..._,.,.. Q0U: T\-.~ " .....- .: "-""": __ .. -..~,, .
-:. ys. ll.e .nput _:_~ ...e...:., _. __" ,_,,_.;-,t..t '"lueue ..• U~ a...-rl\al ~.cc...ss __ ...__ ._: _. -:_:.._e 15
";:;:lr1CI-enZec. :-y !..~::- densi~. ~:.:::c::c'n . .4.; (c) of the ir.,er2.....:v2.1 times L '. ~::::::".e.:. :'\':
• . y'
(iO)
The a..-rival panern is the following: during a relatively shon period of time of lengL'1 L j , r..bere
are nj arrivals of requests for service, men a period with no arrivals followed by [he next group
(buL1.>:) of requests which arrive after a cycle time.
So, [he input sysrem at server j can be modelled as an GI(X1I M 11 system. The average
number of requests a..Tiving in one bulk is:
The system can ieach equilibrium iff:
~j'0<E(C)
with Ilj the average service lime at service j.




where (J,j is dependent upon [he type of service provided by server j. For example if the duty
cycle is used by server j only to send the results of processed requests, then (J,j is related to the
average output size produced as a result.
Using [he equations (4), (5), (8), (11) and (13) we are able to estimate the mean cycle lime
E(C),
Let us now examine briefly the problem of estimating the average delay of a request for
service from server j, issued by user i. As shown in Figure 6 [his delay has three components,
[he queuing delay at user i, the delay in the input queue of server j and the queuing delay in [he
outpm queue of server j. The first and the third components cf the delay occur due to the sharing
of the communication channel.





































































Figure 6: The networlcs of queues related to ~ Type 2 scheduling protocol.
Since Qji can be modelled as an ;\rllGll system with the modified average service time
E(C), we can compute the waiting lime of a request for server j, queued at user i, using
Potlaczek-Khintchine's fonnula as:
? "I 'J ?Pli + AI~(j;
. )
2x(1 - Pji) (15)
with: crc = the variance of the cycle time, Cc = E (C) ,the coefficient of variance of th(J,
··;i
cycle time and p" = --'-.
• I' E(C)
Now let us examine l.i.e s::cond aueue. As mentioned earEer, t::e innur m.::=",e at server i can




I,'p_ =_1 (17)) Ilj
and CAj is t.he coefficient of variation of the arrival process. We have estimated the merm crrival
rate at server j as
n·
A.j = _1_+1..-- (18)
E (C) II
with Aj) denoting the arrival rate of requests for service j generated by itself.
The mean waiting time in the queue Q?(.l! can be estimated using again the Pollaczek-
Khintchine's formula since this queue can be modelled an all MIG]l system with the modified
average service time equal to E(C).
The estimation of Ll-te variance of the cycle time involves approximations of the condi[iona!
length of a CRr. The computations are too imricate ar,d will not be presented here.
7. Canclusions
Three classes of scheduling protocols based upon collision 'resolution algorithms have been
introduced in (his paper. The qualitative analysis of their properties indicate that they will lead
to a local area network connecting a large number of workstations or personal computers to a
much smaller number of servers, with interesting properties. The resulting system is simple,
exhibits a dynamical load balancing property, allows graceful perfonnance degradation in case
of server's failure, is fair and robust. Quantitative perfonnance analysis of ADMA systems must
be carried out in order to be able to compare them with other architectures.
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